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Has the pandemic been good for marketing? 
 

On 12th April 2021, the Debating Group held its second virtual debate. The Debating 

Group's chair, Andrew Marsden, acted as debate chair and explained that the debate 

would be dedicated to the memory of the Group's President, the Rt Hon Dame Cheryl 

Gillan MP, who had passed away the previous week. The motion for the debate was: 

“The pandemic has been good for marketing”. 
 

Proposing the motion, Stephen Woodford, CEO of the Advertising Association and Chairman at 

Livity, noted that in his role he engaged with a broad group of people and businesses, working with 

brands, agencies and media owners across every step of the marketing process. From this perspective, 

he’d seen the pandemic impact on every part of the industry and was in a good position to propose 

that the pressures, disruption and chaos of the pandemic had been good for marketing. 

 

While acknowledging its terrible health impacts, for the purpose of the debate Woodford would focus 

on the pandemic’s business impact specifically on marketing. He agreed that the pandemic had 

brought many negatives, including shattered businesses and redundancies, as well as lost education 

and missed opportunities for young people. At the start of the pandemic the consensus was that it 

would be catastrophic for the industry and the pandemic hit marketing hard - especially production, 

outdoor and cinema media. But, Woodford countered, what actually emerged was a remarkable 

resilience, adaptability and innovation with government support sustaining jobs. 

 

Looking at how the crisis impacted marketing specifically, he emphasised that no-one had lived 

through such an uncharted, rapid, global public health crisis before. But, in the words of the wartime 

poster, ‘we kept calm and we carried on.’ As lockdown started, people went home that night and the 

next day worked from home, the technology working seamlessly, and people throwing themselves 

into the most intensive working weeks collectively experienced. Rapid re-thinking and radical change 

happened everywhere with new strategies and solutions designed and implemented in record time. 

Marketing was the business discipline at the heart of all this change, the central point of focus and 

organisation, marshalling business’ responses and adaptations to the unfolding crisis.  

 

For Woodford, having massive disruption for everyone, everywhere at the same time fuelled three 

major trends which he believed would outlast the pandemic and be good for marketing. First, it broke 

down barriers to rapid innovation with changes that would normally take months or years being 

implemented in days and weeks. People marvelled at how much had been done so quickly to ensure 

that they could keep delivering to their customers, working with their clients and agency partners, at a 

speed and intensity that no-one had ever experienced before. Woodford suggested that marketing 

agility had been transformed at a scale and speed that would never have happened without the 

pandemic and, tellingly, no-one was going back to pre-pandemic ‘business as usual’. As the business 



discipline at the centre of any successful consumer business, new and better ways of working have put 

marketing in an even stronger position to lead.  

 

The second major change Woodford highlighted was the acceleration of e-commerce, seeing five 

years of growth in one year. He argued that this was good because marketing leads the increasingly 

online end-to-end customer journey and with digital transformation happening in almost every 

business, marketing’s voice had been elevated to the C-suite. Furthermore, with rapid digitalisation 

increasing competition for all businesses, marketing had become ever more important through the 

pandemic. 

 

Finally, Woodford proposed that the pandemic had accelerated society’s desire for meaningful 

change, with the ambitions of ‘Build Back Better’ being sincere and heartfelt.  

There was a desire to use the pandemic as a reset opportunity, particularly around a business’ 

sustainability, inclusiveness, and purpose – big values that consumers increasingly look for in a 

business. Again, he highlighted that marketing was the discipline at the heart of making these choices 

and communicating them; it was at the heart of ‘Building Back Better’, further reinforcing 

marketing’s leadership position.  

 

In summary, while demanding, testing and damaging the pandemic made marketing work better. 

Woodford felt that the new agility, creativity and collaborative working practices that have emerged 

will be a permanent change in a new hybrid working world. The acceleration in e-commerce will 

further elevate the demands on marketing to manage the complete customer journey, elevating the art 

and science of marketing, with brilliant emotional storytelling to connect consumers with brands and 

data-driven customer management to make the journey seamless and rewarding for consumer and 

company alike. And marketing will be at the heart of business efforts to ‘Build Back Better’ with 

more purposeful, sustainable and ethical behaviours. These changes may have happened without the 

pandemic, but more slowly and patchily. For Woodford, the ‘big bang’ effect of the pandemic brought 

a step-change in how well marketing works with a rapid and lasting elevation of its role in businesses.  

 

Opposing the motion, Liz Jones, previously CEO of B2B at Dentsu Aegis Network and now 

founder of Conker, felt such optimism spread toxic positivity. She pointed to the fact that the last 

year had seen the biggest ever drop in marketing budgets, totalling £1bn. This had decimated parts of 

the industry, especially cinema, OOH and events, reducing the richness in marketing that comes from 

the widest mix of environments and formats. Marketing and advertising create demand and, she 

argued, without it good businesses and brands had closed during the pandemic. 

 

Turning to the human story, Jones said that Covid had seen marketers furloughed and made redundant 

with devastating consequences, bringing less diversity to workplaces and more discrimination in who 

lost out. The constant uncertainty of Covid was also bad for productivity and creativity. Fully aware 

of the ‘great industry divide’, Jones felt that the pandemic had highlighted our interdependency in 

marketing, likening it to a delicate ecosystem where we thrive when all of us are thriving. This 

collaboration that plays a fundamental role in keeping the industry creative, vibrant, relevant, diverse 

and inclusive, was conspicuously missing due to the pandemic. Covid had confined marketing to 

Covid-based ideas while decimating spend, businesses and lives.  

 

Covid had also exacerbated the industry’s already poor track record on diversity and inclusion. Forbes 

studies showed that diversity enhances creativity and innovation, and that in a world where the ability 

to innovate is the main competitive edge, companies must create more diverse teams. Instead, Jones 

said, diversity has fallen through the pandemic. The IPA agency census showed that last year the 

number of women employed full time in member agencies fell by 13% while the number of full-time 

male employees was down 8%. The number of women in C-Suite positions also fell from 34% to 32% 

this year, 8% short of the IPA target. Jones stressed that this showed we had gone backwards due to 

the pandemic. 

 



A recent Mumsnet survey painted a picture of women at breaking point, more likely to be furloughed 

or lose their jobs, and working full time while undertaking home-schooling and housework. Research 

from McKinsey and LeanIn.org showed that nearly two-thirds of women in marketing had thought 

about or left the industry during the pandemic – the highest figure in any industry sector. The findings 

also revealed that 42% of female marketers said that Covid had set their career back or put it on hold. 

Jones added that recovery would be long and difficult as there were fewer women mentors in the 

workplace to bring up more junior women. Without the voice of women at a decision-making level in 

business and in marketing, essential perspective was being lost. She believed that the innovative 

thinking and calculated risk-taking that will be essential to marketing’s recovery from the global 

pandemic will only see half of the problem, tell half of the story.   

 

Looking to other groups affected by the pandemic, a Harvard Business Review found many people 

had reported difficulty maintaining strong connections with others, while exhaustion and cynicism 

were on the rise with burnout levels highest among millennials. Jones suggested that many rely on 

the collaborative nature of an office environment to do brilliant marketing and Zoom is not the same 

as we sit figuratively and literally in our own little boxes, without the face-to-face contact that brings 

enjoyment and makes creativity and strategic thinking easier. What’s more, Jones asserted that fear is 

the enemy of innovation and creativity, and that Covid had brought fear in spades. Fearful for their 

jobs, marketers had become nervous and risk-averse - the default was ‘stop’. As a result, instead of 

marketing being a growth engine that drives things forward, Jones saw the pandemic as creating 

businesses and marketers ruled by nervousness and inertia. 

 

Many companies froze marketing budgets in lockdown with a 48% fall in ad spend last year – 

£1billion pounds. Jones quoted some headlines from the Conductor research on the impact of Covid 

on marketing: 65% of marketers anticipate a decrease to their annual marketing budget; 86% of 

marketers predict that their marketing goals will be harder to reach. While decreased budgets are a 

marketer’s top concern, Jones noted that staff reductions and channel limitations were also perceived 

threats to marketing performance. 

 

For Jones, the biggest challenge for marketing had been job losses with marketing seen as an ‘easy to 

lose’ department. Quoting figures from the Chartered Institute of Marketing, 9% of their members had 

been made redundant during the pandemic, equivalent to 37,000 job losses when extended across the 

whole profession. Jones also drew on figures from the industry charity, NABS, where calls for 

support went up 35% to nearly 5,000 in 2020, with the most common concerns being mental health 

(23%) and requests for financial support (37%). She argued that such unprecedented statistics would 

not drive better marketing and highlighted the personal and financial impact of the pandemic on the 

industry. 

 

In conclusion, Jones proposed that in a world where we live with work, any challenge to an 

individual’s wellbeing, whether mental health, financial pressure, or work-life balance, dramatically 

impacts on their ability to do their jobs well and in particular to be creative. This was why the 

pandemic had negatively impacted marketing. 

 

Seconding the motion was Morag Cuddeford-Jones, a journalist, author, broadcaster and ghost 

writer, who shared that she had spent the past year watching marketers and the brands they work for 

strive to make sense of the pandemic with varying degrees of success. Cuddeford-Jones agreed that it 

would take a long time to recover, that the female workforce and diversity had struggled, and that 

budgets and investments were slashed or on hold, but she still believed that the pandemic had been 

positive for marketing. 

 

Firstly, marketers hold a great deal of power as communicators, strategists, agitators and innovators 

who do much more than just sell crisps and cars. The pandemic had shown what the best marketing 

can achieve and brought plenty of examples of brands who showed purpose within the pandemic 

because their actions were 100% in the service of the customer. Cuddeford-Jones cited Brewdog and 

Louis Vuitton turning their production to hand-sanitiser, insurers organising car insurance premium 



refunds while vehicles were unused, and Burger King buying excess potatoes from struggling farmers 

and distributing them for free to customers. Marketing was at the heart of these initiatives, asserted 

Cuddeford-Jones, using its unparalleled access to the customer, awareness of trends and concerns, and 

ability to work across an organisation to show what is needed, why it’s needed and how it should be 

achieved.  

 

Secondly, the pandemic had shaken things up and got some organisations to commit to new ways of 

thinking. Responding to Jones’ comment on budget cuts, Cuddeford-Jones noted that although 

Unilever had cut its spend in the first half of coronavirus, it went on to double down and invest 

heavily in brands and innovations. The pandemic had given marketing a salutary lesson in what it 

means to deliver value to customers. Acknowledging the massive shift to e-commerce, Cuddeford-

Jones felt that the pandemic was shining a light on the years-long tussle between bricks & mortar and 

online. She believed that the pandemic was showing marketers that bricks & mortar may be less about 

the transaction and more about the experience. Citing Swave Szymczyk’s article ‘Good to the Core’, 

Cuddeford-Jones proposed that it was always possible to introduce a sense of discovery to in-store 

retail experiences, even the weekly grocery shop. Behind finding this extra value was the creative 

mindset of the marketer - innovation goes hand in hand with marketing. 

 

It was marketing’s unique positioning as the marriage of art and science that allowed businesses who 

put their faith in marketing to not just survive but thrive during the pandemic. Creativity is at the core 

of every marketer and Cuddeford-Jones felt that for too long businesses had been focused on short 

term metrics and results reporting, but that the pandemic had shown where brands can really ‘be 

there’ for customers when given the space to think creatively. 

 

Turning to her third point, Cuddeford-Jones felt that the pandemic had also allowed marketers to 

demonstrate to business itself how marketing is fundamental to their success – that much more than 

communications, marketing is about strategy. She noted that businesses deploying marketing solely as 

a communications tool soon found it lacking, pointing to the YouTube video ‘Every Covid 19 

commercial is the same’. While there were examples of great communications, such as Cotonnelle’s 

‘Share a Square’, the brands that most successfully managed their spend, engaged the customer and 

positively changed their businesses were those with marketing at their heart. The pandemic had 

allowed marketing to take its output to the business and say, ‘this is what it means to listen to the 

customer, this is what it means to be creative, and this is why you need to invest in marketing’. 

 

Cuddeford-Jones asserted that the pandemic had given marketing an opportunity to shine and a 

moment to recognise the significant commitment it makes to business success. It had also brought a 

little tough love – reacting quickly and being content with less than perfect, or perhaps recognising 

that dearly cherished mindsets were out of date.  

 

Seconding for the opposition, Dino Myers-Lamptey, founder of the strategy led creative company 

The Barber Shop, rejected the proposition’s positive spin saying that the pandemic had been a 

catastrophic year for many and a champagne year for just a few. Lower revenues, lower headcounts, 

and a complete loss of control or the ability to forecast ahead, he argued, could only be seen as a good 

thing by those out of touch with what makes the industry so great. 

 

While the importance and recognition of advertising and marketing as the biggest cog in the growth 

machine had been increasing, its budgets and resources were being disproportionately reduced due to 

Covid. As well as marketing budgets being cut by over £1bn, Myers-Lamptey argued that what was 

left was being unfairly distributed as the digital transformation only inflated the pockets of the biggest 

digital advertising companies - the new monopolies in marketing. Facebook, Google and Amazon’s 

share of digital advertising revenues, already at 70% before the pandemic, had grown significantly in 

2020. Despite last August’s high-profile ad boycott of Facebook, its ad revenue jumped 22% from a 

year earlier in the third quarter. Google’s also rose nearly 10% and Amazon’s ad business grew by 

51%. 

 



Importantly, this only grew the share of the few big monopolies at the expense of many publishers 

and quality content creators. Marketing, with its lower resources but greater responsibility, was 

cutting corners in desperation. But, Myers-Lamptey feared that their hope that automation and 

algorithms would be a sufficient substitute for humans would inadvertently fund hate, clickbait and 

misinformation. The monopolies of Facebook, Google, and Amazon were drowning out any alternate 

offerings and their grip on data and distribution across the digital landscape meant that the case for 

using alternatives was led by moral choices rather than effectiveness. 

 

Myers-Lamptey believed that during Covid, smaller budgets going into fewer hands had redistributed 

investment away from creators and innovators to the tech giants from abroad. Unsurprisingly, the 

industry was aiming to mirror this low-resource high-profit model through offshoring. He noted that 

75% of all production and marketing services agencies had offshore partners, with 64% of agencies 

looking to offshore more in the next 12 months. However, he warned this could have adverse effects 

as offshoring takes work out of the economy, staff out of offices, and offices away from the 

highstreets while draining the life out of the industry itself and creating a disillusionment that was 

disproportionally affecting what Britain and the industry does best - creativity.  

 

Covid had firmly placed creativity in crisis with creatives less inspired than ever and businesses and 

marketers wrongfully devaluing the impact and importance of creativity as a key driver of 

profitability. A study by Kantar showed that marketers had demoted the importance of creativity from 

number two, behind brand size, to number four, behind the more popular levers of the Covid and 

digital age such as multimedia effects, target audience, and the brand vs performance ratios debate. 

This was despite creativity being more than ten times the multiplier of algorithmic marketing’s 

measures and more than seven times more effective than budget setting and cost or product 

seasonality measures, suggested Myers-Lamptey. The Covid crisis, he argued, had made marketing 

less creative and devalued it in favour of things that could be instantly measured.  

 

Remote working had also immeasurably and disproportionally damaged the creatives in the creative 

sector, he continued. While remote working had been a necessary leap, there had been too much 

privileged ‘big house’ thinking when assessing its value and deciding its future because for many the 

reality was far from ideal. Remote working disproportionately disadvantaged parents with kids, the 

industry’s young and new talent living in shared accommodation, and those that recognise marketing 

works best when people come together and spark off each other’s energy. True creativity, he argued, 

doesn’t happen in isolation and doesn’t happen behind a Zoom screen. Referencing the creative 

melting pot of London, Myers-Lamptey described marketing as a people science that lives in all parts 

of the world we live in, and where creativity takes inspiration from the space that lives outside a room 

and outside of Zoom - the spaces we occupied before Covid. 

 

To conclude, Myers-Lamptey referenced a recent survey to CEO members of The Alliance of 

Independent Agencies that told a revealing story of realism from a group whose livelihoods depend 

on optimism. It said that 53% expect budgets to stay the same or decrease in the year ahead - and this 

from the all-time low ‘Covid crisis’ base. Myers-Lamptey reminded everyone that we are still to 

experience the delayed true consequences of furlough and the recession to come, and that we would 

be paying back for the pandemic for many years.  

 

Discussion from the Floor 

 

Will Nicholson said he had recently finished a Zoom series on how companies have benefited from 

the pandemic, and how they had grown, innovated, digitalised and pivoted. However, having heard 

Liz Jones’ stats he now found it hard to support the motion, agreeing with Myers-Lamptey that it had 

been a success for a few but a disaster for most.  

 

Sophie Devonshire raised the idea of future action and what the industry could do differently, noting 

that the debate had given her a lot of ideas about what we should be doing to come together and help 



each other more as a community. She felt it had been tough for marketing but was excited to see what 

would happen in coming months.  

 

Summing Up 

 

Liz Jones responded to Sophie Devonshire, saying that during the pandemic she would like to have 

seen more empathy and communication within businesses as the human stories were heart breaking.  

 

Jones reiterated that the £1bn in lost revenue was pushing more business into Amazon, Google, and 

Facebook while accelerating the death of high street brands. This meant less UK business and more 

money for the US, as well as perpetuating the decline of quality content providers which in turn 

reduced opportunities, choice and competition for advertisers. She continued, saying that 

redundancies had been appalling and that vulnerable groups such as women, the young and the old 

had been hit hardest. The pandemic’s cost to UK business in work-related stress, anxiety and 

depression had been nearly 30 million working days. It had also led to less diversity, less fresh ideas 

and less experience that would make the industry a less interesting place.   

 

For all the positives around working from home, this had also damaged society with less interaction, 

more isolation and more mental health issues. A generation of new entrants had lost valuable on-site 

learning and community aspects of the workplace while struggling to work from shared 

accommodation. The trust between employer and employee had been damaged through salary 

sacrifice schemes that benefitted shareholders rather than saving jobs. Awards and industry events 

celebrating the best of marketing were missed and creativity was in crisis because it was hard to be 

creative on your own.  

 

Digital transformation and offshoring had accelerated, and while some structural change had been 

needed it had happened at the devastating expense of agency brands, culture and actual people. She 

felt that marketing has been pushed to a place where it was not able to do economic and social good, 

that Covid had messed with marketing’s true mission. Jones concluded that although the pandemic 

had irreversibly damaged marketing, in a post-pandemic world, marketeers had never been more 

important. 

 

Stephen Woodford challenged the opposition that their arguments, while impressive, were true of 

every industry and not just marketing. Business had been hit incredibly hard and inevitably that had 

impacted marketing. However, unemployment, the pressures of working from home, loss of talent and 

the decrease in diversity were all things that most industries had suffered. Woodford questioned 

whether relative to other businesses marketing had been specifically badly hit by the pandemic and 

highlighted areas where it had brought benefits specifically to the marketing industry.  

 

Turning first to budgets, he noted that there had been less of a fall than initially forecasted and that 

budgets had subsequently been weighted up. Quarterly forecasts for the market predicted the UK 

would have the fastest recovery by a considerable margin, bouncing back more quickly and at a 

higher level than the US, China and Europe. Consumer and business confidence was at 

unprecedentedly high levels and forecasts predicted a boom in jobs and hiring in the second half of 

2021.  

 

There had also been real positives for marketing during the pandemic. Woodford noted marketing's 

leadership in business, the need to innovate and change the way that we work at speed and at scale, 

and the centrality of marketing in the business disciplines and in business leadership. All had been 

reinforced by the pressures of the pandemic when in crisis we focus on the fundamentals of how to 

help and serve customers better. Marketing had been at the heart of the changes that every business 

went through. Even businesses hit very hard talked about unprecedented levels of collaboration and 

engagement with their customers that Woodford believed would be a lasting positive impact going 

forward.  

 



With the surge in working from home, Woodford thought a likely future would be a hybrid way of 

working that he hoped would make people happier and more creative in the office and deliver a better 

work-life balance. While in no doubt that the pandemic had brought a wartime level of crisis with 

much suffering, he stressed that the motion was specifically about marketing, concluding that for our 

industry the Covid driven changes had elevated marketing's role in the business world and brought 

heightened innovation and agility as a force for good. In conclusion, he believed that marketing had 

come through this very tough test with its head held high, stronger and better.  

 

The result 

 

The motion was defeated. 

 

 

 

 


